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In most university undeI:graduate programs, students may transfer in 
and out of various cur;riculia at the freshm~n and sophomore level.s with a 
'(llinimum loi:ie of g.redit hou:rs, Students are aqle t;o do this as t11ost 
traditional progl:'ams use the firi:;t two yei3.:rs to J,ay a foundation q:l; 
gene:ral education for advanc::ed study in a major field and then use the 
last two yeai's to give t:he students a more i,n..,.depth study of their 
major, 
This type o:I; arrangement is i;,at't;i.qularly true in colleges of Arts 
and Sc:.iences, whe:re students are encoutaged to µse thia period to inves.,.. 
t;igate areas of education in which :they would like to major during their 
junior and senior years. 
Engineering colleges tend to use the first two years as a co1ill)lon 
core for all specialties. During this period, the student traditionally 
completes the mathematics, physical scienae, social science, and some 
engineering science requirements. Other colleges on un!versity campuses 
have simiJ,ar programs offering foundation subjects during the first two 
years. in their transfer programs, junio:r colleges normally attempt to 
duplicate the first two years of the university or senior college pro,.. 
gram iqto which the students will transfer, 
1 
Tha author ~~~eloped an interest in the proQlems of stud~~ts 
transferring into technology programs from other colleges after being a 
transfer student and then after working as a teacher and administrator 
in such programs during an eight-year period, rt seems that many people 
have an opinion about the success patterns of technology transfer stu-
dents, but no one has published any quantitative data on this problem. 
The Oklahoma State University School o~ Technology has degree pro~ 
grams that are structured in a two-plus...,two fa.sl}ion. A two-plus ... two 
program is one which gives the student the opportunity to s~~k employ-
ment with marketable skills and knowledge at the end of two years, or it 
also gives him the opportunity to complete a b~ccalaureate degree in two 
additional years. 
Associate degrees are of:f;ered in Aero:n,aut;;ical, ConE;truct;ion, 
Electronics, Fire Protection, Mechanical Design (Design), M~chanical 
Power (Power), Petroleum, and Radiation and Nuclear (Radiation) 
Technology. The first two years are devoted to preparing the students 
to be engineering technicians. At the end of this period,, the Asl!!ociate 
Degree in Technology is awarded. The last two years then build on this 
foundation to prepare the student t9 become an Engineering Technologist. 
Upon completion of the last two years, the ~achelor of Science Degree in 
Engineering Technology is awarded to the student. 
A student who has been majoring in one of the more traditional 
disciplines, such as zoology or engineering, and decides to transfer 
into the School of Technology will face a course sequencing problem. 
He may have completed most of the social and physical sciences, as well 
as the mathematics, requirements; however, because of the sequencing and 
prerequisite requirements of tec;.hnology courses, :Lt will more t;han 
likely take him the ;1;µ11 two years to c:r.omplete the Associate Degree. 
One of th@ ~ajor problems in technical education ie a lac~ of 
information about the type of s.tudents who are served by this kind of 
education. A 1:1ub .. area of this problem is whether or not students who 
have had prior college work do better in technology curricula than stu-
dents who enter the program directly out of high school. 
Purpose of the Study 
3 
The purpose of this study is to examine the academic success pat-
terns of two groups of students in the School of Technology: native and 
transfer, As J;:he first exit of E;Jtudents would theoreUcally come after 
the awarding of the Associate Degree at the end of four semesters of 
wp;rk, this :i,s the t;otal length of time t,he students were studied, 
11:1 order ta asce.rtain how the native and t;:ransfer students' grade!'" 
point c;1verages compare, only those grade!:i ac. tually earned after enroll-
ment in the School of Technology will be used in this part of the study, 
To ascertain the effect of prior education on both the major courses 
and all the courses, the grade-point averages of both groups will be 
c.ompared on courses taken in just the Sc;.hool of Technology and on the 
grade1:1 earned in all cpurses. 
One of the areas of interest to the author, as well as the adm:i,nis-
tration of technology programs, is what happens to the student's 
academic record when he moves from one program to another. Accordingly, 
the entering grade-point averages of the transfer students will be com-
pared against the cumulative grade-point averages they achieve during 
their four semesters in the School of TechnologJ· 
4 
Anoth~r area that this study is concerned with ~s the specialty the 
transfer stud~Ilts 11\ajor in after ep.tering the program. lt waa decided 
that the overall grade-point average was the most common way to evaluate 
this question. Also, one may wonder if the different colleges and insti-
tutions have any effect on the transfer student's academic success after 
enteripg t~e technology program. The grade-~oint averages accumulated 
in just technology courses were chosen to measure this point. 
A final area that must be investigated if one is ta study academic 
success patterns is in the number of graduates, The Associate Degree 
was chosen as the means to evaluate success in the program as it is now 
generally accepted for employment or continuation in the B.S, in tech~ 
nology. 
Hypotheses Tested 
The following hypotheses, stated in the null form, will be tested 
on the group of students who were freshmen in the 1~71 fall semester in 
the School of Technology: 
1, There will be no significant difference in the cumulative 
first four semesters' grade-point average between native and transfer 
students in technologycourses completed after enteripg the School of 
Technology. 
2. There will be no significant difference in the cumulative 
first four semesters' grade-point average between native and transfer 
students in all courses completed after entering the School of 
Technology. 
3. There will be no significant difference between the transfer 
students' entering grade-point average and their final cumulative grade-
point average in all course~ completed after four seme$ters in the 
School of Technology. 
4. There will be no significant differences amQng the transfer 
students' cumulative four-semester grade-point average in all courses 
completed after entering the School of Technology when compared by 
major, 
5, There will be no significap.t difference among the transfer 
students' cumulative four-semester grade-point average in technology 
courses completed after entering the School of Technology when compared 
? 
by college transferred from. 
6. There will be no significant difference between the number of 
;native a1;1d tra'Q.sfer students who s.tart tb,e progJ;"am and 'l;:hose who gradu-
ate in four semesters. 
Need for· the Study 
5 
Administrators and counselors working with entering stuclet'l,ts ;lµ the 
School of Technology have known for some time that a substantial number 
of them do not come directly from high school. These officials, 
however, do not have any specific information on the success and pro-
gress of these students who enter with different ba~kgrounds. It is 
often very difficult to advise a transfer student of his potential 
chances of success in a particular technology program. What ~s appa~ 
ently needed are some quaritj.tative figures on the performance of similar 
transfer students. 
Information about success patterns of va:rious types of students who 
enrol:j.. in the School of Technology will be extremely useful in counsel-
ing prospective students and in designing future curricula. 
6 
The 1971 fall semester figures for this school show that out of a 
total enrollment of 748 students, 9nly 394 were native s~udents. The 
other 354 were transfer students from many different types of programs, 
as shown in Table I, 
TABLE I 
TOTAL OSU SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ENROLLMENT 
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1. The School of Technology fall, 1971, freshman class is repres-
entative of past and future student populations in this school. 
2. The students who transfer to the School of Technology are 
representative of students who transfer into similar programs at other 
ipstitutions. 
Definition of Terms 
Associate Degree is the one awarded after successfu,l compl,eUon pf 
a two-year prescribed curriculum. The recipient must maintain a 2.0 
grade-point average in all courses required for the degree. 
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ACT Score is the student's composite score received on the American 
College Testing Program test, 
,Class Rolls are a computer listing of all class cards of students 
enrolled in a particular class .• 
Drop-In Student is one who transfers into an Associate Degree pro-
gram after completing one or moi-e semesters in another college, 
Dropped Student is one who completes a semester but does not return 
for the next succeeding semester. 
Freshmen Students are those enrolled in the School of Technology 
for the first time and are also enrolled in the freshman technical 
courses for their particular major. 
Freshmen Technical Courses are those courses found in the first 
semester of the Associate Degree programs in technology. They will all 
be 1000 level courses. 
Grade-Point Average (G. P.A.) is based on applying the following 
numerical correlation to the letter grade received in a course: A= 4, 
B = 3, C = 2, D = 1, F 0. The following equation is then used in 
computing averages for the total number of courses attempted: 
G.P.A. = (Credit Hours) • (Course Grade) I Total Hours Attempted 
Grade Reports are those released by the Registrar's office on stu-
dents at the end of each semester. 
Graduate is a student who receives the Associate Degree in 
'l'echnology. 
Oklahoma Senior College is any four-year college or university in 
the state of Oklahoma other than Oklahoma State University 
.Q.§.!! is the abbreviation for the Oklahoma State University. 
Suspended Students are those whose enrollment has been terminated 
by the Registrar's office. 
Technology Courses are those taught in the School of Technology. 
+hey will carry the prefix TEC __ on the student's transcript. The two 
will vary depending on which department in the s~hool offers the 
course. An example would be TECET, which denotes electronics courses. 
These courses w:1,.11 cons.titute the student's major and related specialty 
areas for the degree. 
8 
Transfer Hours are those college credit hours earned in another OSU 
college or another institution, 
Transfer GPA is the grade-point average the transfer student earned 
in another program. 
Transfer Student is one who enters the School of Technology after 
attending another college either on or off the OSU campus. If a student 
has at least one semester's attendance in another program, he will be 
considered a transfer student. 
Withdrawing refers to students who officially leave the university 
prior to the end of a semester. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This chapter deals with what appears to be some of the more signi-
ficant studies in the area of transfer students' academic patterns. 
After reviewing the literature related to tl;'ansfer students, it appears 
that these reviews should be presented according to ~he type of insti-
tution studied. The chapter is therefore d!vided into the following 
areas: (1) Background Information, (2) Multi-College, (.3) Single 
College, (4) Junior College, and (5) Summary. 
Background Information 
Miller (14) conducted a study in ;I.964 on freshmen in the Oklahoma 
State University Technical Institute and College of Engineering. He 
examined the dropouts of both programs to see if there was any differ-
ence in the two types of students. He found that engineering students 
were more theoretically oriented than were the technical institute stu-
dents. He also found that the dropout group had a greater significant 
need for nurture and general social needs than the non-dropout. Past 
e~erience has shown this author that many of these engineering dropouts 
will enroll in the School of Technology as transfer freshmen. 
Phillips (15) found in his study of student scholastic aptitudes 
that students entering Oklahoma junior college technician education pro-
grams differed significantly from students at the two Oklahoma State 
Q 
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University technical institutes. T~e mean reading test scores, as well 
as the technical test scores, tended to be lower for junior college 
students, 
Anderson (1) concluded in his follow-µp study of Phillip's work 
that no sweeping generalizations can b~ made about students at the insti-
tutions he studied, He reconunended that additional studies be conducted 
to determine characteristics of students in technical progra~s. 
Multi-College 
In a recent study conducted in 1970, Dension and Jones (4) compared 
the relative success of junior college students who transferred to the 
University of British Columbia after one and two years in the Vancouver 
City College. They found that the students who transferred after two 
years were more likely to gradu~te on schedule than the other group, 
The students who transferred after one year, however, attained a higher 
scholastic average than the other group. They also found that whether 
a student was full-time or part~time had little bearing on his comple-
tion of the program. 
Eells (5) was one of the early researchers to conclude that the 
transfer student's GPA dropped after his first semester. His study, 
done in 1927 at Stanford University, found that the transfer's GPA was 
higher than the native's for every semester after the initial upper 
division semester. 
In 1960, Medsker (12) reported the results of analyzing over 2,500 
transfer students' academic progress. The students were enrolled in 
lq different four-year colleges located in eight different states. He 
reported that in 12 of the 16 colleges, the native students attained a 
11 
higher GPA than the transfer, Medsker infers that transfEtr students are 
slower at completing their degrees than the natives. 
Cowley (3) made a study of 52 transfer and 188 native students at 
Oklahoma A and M College, He studied students in all six schools of 
this college, This study. completed in 1938 9 showed that the native 
students' GPA was ,08 points better than that of the transfer students 
for the two years of upper division work, The author found that trans-
fer students in the School of Engineering entered with a ,55 GPA 
advantage over the native, but were ,01 points inferior to the native 
students in upper divisio11, work. His study furth1=r demonstrated that in 
every semester except the seventh the native students in Engineering had 
a higher GPA in the upper division than did the transfer students, 
Hartmann (7) conducted a study in 1968 at the Univers:1.ty of 
Missouri on a matched group of transfer and native students~ He matched 
the two groups according to (1) high school size, (2) se~, (3) high 
school rank, (4) age at college entrance, and (5) major chosen after 
entering the university. The three majors were business, arts and 
sciences, and education. He only studied the i:itl.!dents during their 
junior year. He concluded that transfer students from private junior 
colleges had a more difficult time earning grades than native students. 
In splitting the transfer students into three groups, he found the 
following to be true: (1) The GPA for transfer students from rural 
junior colleges was equal to that ,,of the natives for both semesters; 
(2) the GPA of transfers from private schools was lower than the natives' 
for both semesters; and (3) the GPA of transfer from urban junior 
colleges was lower the first semester but equal to the nativ~i:i' the 
second semester, 
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Walker (Z2) studied the sucGess qf students who transferred into 
the upper division of the University of Florida. He found a distinct 
difference between native and transfer students' academic records. His 
study demonstrated that the native student seemed to be the better stu-
dent of fhe two. It was his contention that native students. have higher 
grades in upper division courses because they are better students to 
begin with than the transfer students. 
Martorana and Williams (11) conducted a study at the State College 
of Washington covering a period from 1947 to 1949. They matched 251 
native and transfer students on several variables. 1h;!y concluded in 
their study that transfer students did at least as well academically as 
did the native students. 
Grossman (6) conducted a study in 1934 on the performance and 
persistency to graduate of transfer students at the University of 
Illinois. He found no significant difference between native and trans-
fer female GPA's; however, the male differential was .10 in favor of the 
transfe.rs. His study concluded that transfer students from junior 
colleges had a better chance of graduating than transfer students from 
other universities or liberal arts colleges. 
Single.College 
In a recent study conducted in 1967 at OSU, Hoemanrt (8) compared 
native and junior college transfers in the College of Arts and Sciences. 
He used the "t" test, Chi square, and Analysis of Variance in testltig 
90 matched pairs of students. He concluded that the first two years' 
GPA of the transfer students was higher than the riative students' but 
that this average dropped the first semester after transferring. He 
13 
further concluded that the male transfer student had a higher G~A than 
the native after two years on the OSU campus, He also found that there 
was no significant difference between the two group, in their ability to 
graduate in two additional years. He found that it ma.de no difference 
which junior college the students transferred from in terms of their 
GPA at OSU. Hoemann recommendtd that similar &1tudies be conducted on 
other colleges on the OSU campus to ascertain if his findings are true 
for these types of students also, 
Rodes (18) did a study in 1950 of junior college transfers in the 
College of Engineering at the University of California at Berkeley. He 
found that the transfer students performed as well as the natives on 
both the entrance examination and in actual upper division courses. He 
further found that the upper division averages of transfer students from 
technical institute-type curricula did not differ significantly from 
transfer students who had a normal pattern of lower division engineering 
subject matter. 
Russell's (19) dissertation, done at the University of Georgia in 
1963, examined native and transfer students in the College of Arts and 
Sciences. His study, which included 120 transfer and 178 native stu-
dents, found that the transfers had a higher GPA for the first two years 
of college work. He found, however, that there was no significant 
difference in their upper division averages. 
The most recent study done at OSU was accomplished by Zweiacker 
(24) in 1970. He studied the academic achievements of 240 native and 
164 transfer students in the College of Agriculture, His work confirmed 
previous studies in that he found the first two years' GPA of the trans-
fer students was significantly higher than the natives'--2.505 compared 
14 
to 2,332, He found no difference in the final total cumulative average 
of the two groups. He also found that the native students showed the 
greatest persistency to graduate in four years, 
A 1969 study done in California (20) showed that students. trans-
ferring to engineering programs from junior colleges encountered diffi-
culties in meeting lower division requirements of the four-year program. 
Students who transferred from curricula with a strong occupational 
emphas'is had a particularly difficult time in meeting the university 
requirements, Other areas of difficulty were in finding exact course 
equivalencies and in providing for differences in school calendars. 
Carson (2) reported that good transfer students do as well as 
native students. He further concluded that poor transfer students con-
tinue to have academic trouble in their upper division work, The author 
felt that the first two years of the native and transfer students were a 
good predictor of success in upper division work, 
Killen (9) did a study that showed there was no significant differ-
ence in the student's GPA and the type of institution transferred from, 
He fpund that transfer students from junior colleges were closer to aca-
demic trouble than those from private liberal arts institutions. 
Junior Colleges 
The greatest dearth of literature seemed to occur in the area of 
comparisons of transfer and native students in two-year programs. Only 
two studies were found in this area. 
Lembke (10) conducted a study at Iowa Lake Community College and 
Jefferson College concerning the attitudes of students who had previous 
course work in a four-year institut.ion and then enrolled in a two-year 
l,5 
program. The author defined these dropout students. as ''drop-in 
students," i.e., one who leaves a four-year program for a two-ye~r 
program. The study covered 72 students who were enrolled for the fall 
term 1967-1968. The author found that the drop-ins rated (1) instruc-
tion, (2) faculty-student relationship, (3) individual attention, and 
(4) counseling service in support of the junior college. These students 
felt the junior college lacked in (1) college atmosphere and (2) social 
and cultural activities.. Lembke found that 68 percent of these students 
would. have started in a two-year program if they could start all over 
again. 
The only other study found which dealt with transfer students in a 
two-year program was the one done by Muck and Unden (13) at El Camino in 
California. This study, published in 1965, covered 351 students 
admi~ted on probation due to unsatisfactory grades during the period 
1959 through 1961. The authors. found tha~ 55 percent were successful in 
removing themselves from probation, They reported that relatively few 
actually received the Associate Degree. Their figures showed that. 
70 percent of the students were from four-year institutions and 33 per-
cent were from other two-year programs, It was their conclusion that 
the junior college was providing an important salvage·function for this 
type of student. 
Sununary 
After reviewing the literature in this area, the one item that 
seems to be connn,on to all of these studies is the non-uniformity of the 
types of research conducted. Hoemann (8) concluded that: 
It would seem that these inconclusive reports would make it 
imperative that each institution conduct its own resear.ch 
conc~rning the academic achievement and pereist!;!nce of tri., 
transfer student, for the data collected appears meaningful 
only for that particular school. 
In view of this review, it seems appropriate to :l,nvestigate the 





As the major objective of thi• study was to compa;e the academic 
success patterns of native and transfer students i~ the School of 
Technology, the first p;oblem Wl!S to i4entify t:h- students to be studied., 
Once this group had been identified, a technique for cheokit1-g on theix-
semes ter~b~semes ter progress had to be devised, Lastly, the cox-rect 
st~tistical analysis of the cumulative records had to be performed to 
test the. six hypotheses. 
Selectio;n of the Population 
After the official drop and add period was over fc;,r the 1971 fall 
semester, class cards from each of the first-semester technology courses 
in all eight specialties were collected from the appropriate instructors. 
A computer list:i;ng was thep.,made.of all these students, The individ~l 
stud1mt; records were then analyzed to determine which of these students 
were eiigible to be included in the study~ 
Students who were taking these courses as an elective and were not 
enrolled in the School of Technplogy were dropped from the list, Stu-
den,ts who had already completed one or more semesters in the School of 
Te.ehnology were also dropped. Tl).e final list of students then was com-
posed of students who had either (1) entered the School of Technology 
1 7 
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as the;i.J;' fir~t enrollment in an ins~itution of higher education or 
(2) attend~d one or lllOre other institutions of h~gher education but this 
was their first semester in this particular tech~Qlogy program, The 
first group are identified as native students and the second as transfer 
students. After the students had been identified,. the list was then 
verified by the department hea4 of the student's particular specialty as 
a personal check that each of J;hese students were first•semester majors 
in his department, He also helped in verifying their s.tatus as a native 
or transfer student, 
Table II shows the original and final total1:1 of the population to 
be studied. One hundred forty-six of the original group were not first-







Native Transfer Total 
120 91 211 
Analysis Techniques 
The next step in this study was to collect composite AGT scores on 
both. nat:;i.ve and transfer students. The transfer history of each of the 
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t:,:ansf~r students was also collected. This included t;:ype of institut;:iOil., 
or institutions, transferred f;om, nu.mber of hours, and grade-point 
average. A computer card was then punched on each student. The infor~ 
tion on the card and the corr.esponding columns are s~own :l.n '.!;'able III. 
TABLE. III 
CARD COLUMN RESERVATION FOR DATA 




Native or Transfer 
Origin (if transfer)* 
Composite ACT Score 
':(.'ransfer Hours 
Transfer GPA 
Semester 1 GPA, all courses 
Semester 1 GPA, technical courses 
Semester 2 GPA, all courses 
Semester 2 GPA, technical ·courses 
Semester 3 GPA, all courl;iles 
Semester 3 GPA, technical courses 
Set11,ester 4 GPA, all courses' 
Semester 4 GPA, technical courses 
Column Numbers 
1 - 6 
7 - 24 
25 
26 
27 - 28 
29 - 30 
31 - 33 
34 ,.. 37 
38 - 41 
42 - 45 
4(:i - 49 
50 - 53 
54 - 57 
58 - 61 
62 - 65 
66 - 69 
Cumulative GPA, all courses taken after entering 
the School of Technology 70 - 73 
74 - 77 Cumulative GPA, technical courses 
*Columns 27 and 28 were punched accqrding 
01 - OSU College of Agriculture 
02 - OSU College of Arts & Sciences 
03 - OSU College of Business 
04 - OSU College of Educat;:ion 
05 - OSU College of Engineering 
06 - OSU College of Home Economics 
07 - Okla. Junior College - tech •. 
to the following breakdown:. 
08 - Okla. J~nior College -
non,-tech. 
09 - O~la. Senior College 
10 - Out-of-State 
11 - Foreign 
12,.. Attended more than one 
institution 
zo 
In order to ~acilitate each semester's analys:f,.s of the two groups' 
progress in a more accurate and dependable fashion, a FORT~ ~V computer 
program was written to be used on the WATIV terminal of the OSU Computer 
Center. A copy of this program i~ included in the appendixes, 
Once the population wa1 identified and categorized, each individuai 
student's grade 1lip was examined at the end of each semester to deter-
mine his semeaur grade-point average in all courses and in technology 
courses. This information was recorded on the student's computer card, 
and that semester's averages were then computed with the program pre-
viously mentioned. At the end of each semester, those students who had 
transferred, dropped, withdrawn, or been suspended from the institution 
were removed from the study. This intormation was obta~ned from the 
student's file and then verified by personal conversation with his 
department head. A running total of cumulative credit hours and grade~ 
points earned in the School of Technology was maintained on each student 
so that a final total average could be calculated for eaqh of the 
various groups and individuals. 
At the end of the fourth semester, the list of students still in 
the study was examined by the Director of Student Personnel for the 
School of Technology. At that time, based on his records, he was able 
to indicate which of these students had graduated. Based on this infor-
mation, the remaining group was then divided into graduates and non-
graduates. 
Statistical Procedures 
The .!_-test was used to test hypotheses 1, 2, and 3; the analysis of 
variance was used to test hypotheses 4 and 5; and the Chi square tech-
nique was used to test hypothesis 6. 
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In selecting an appropriate test of the grade-point averages of 
native and transfer students, one must consider certain facts about the 
data. The two groups are of different size in the first two hypotheses; 
furthermore, the data is interval, parametric, and compiled on two 
groups with different aca,demic backgrounds, which would imply that these 
are independent samples. The £,-test of significance for differences 
between means was selected as it allows the researcher to analyze the 
difference between arithmetic means. The uncorrelated £,-test was used, 
as when "a researcher is not dealing with matched pairs or with two 
measures for the same individuals .•• he assumes no relationship 
between data in the two groups" (16). The uncorrelated design was 
evaluated for a significant difference between the two means at the .05 
level of significance. 
The data collected ?n the beginning and ending grade-point averages 
of the transfer students are also interval and parametric; however, it 
is not independent, as it is compiled on the same group of students. 
The size of the two groups is, of course, the same. The correlated 
t-test was, therefore, used to test the significant difference between 
the beginning and ending means at the .05 level of significance. 
To determine the significance of difference among the transfer 
students' grade-point averages when cpmparing their origin or their 
major, one could perform 12 and 8 separate !_-tests, respectively, on the 
data; however, Siegel (17) and Wert (23) both warn of the danger in 
using the _!-test to perform such an evaluation. The analysis of 
variance procedure allows one to test for difference in means among 
several groups simultaneo~sly. 
The data collected from the native and transfer groups on number of 
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graduates indicates that this data is nominal or non-parametric. The 
data is also independent, as the two groups have different a~ademic 
backgrounds. This data could be put into a simple frequency tabulation 
system. A statistical instrument was needed that would measure the 
difference between numbers of cases falling into the graduated or did-
not-graduate category. It was decided that the chi-square test would 
correctly analyze such differences. The .05 level was chosen as the 
minimum level at which the results would be considered significant. 
The comp.uter facilities and canned statistical programs of the OSU 
Computer Cente.r were used to faci],itate the data analysis. The specific 
names of the two programs used were "BMDOIV - Analysis of VaJ"iance" and 
"T-Statistic." 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Introduction 
This chapter is devoted ta presenting and analyzing the data 
collected in the study. The first section presents the bac~ground and 
peripheral data collected during the four semesters of the study. The 
second section then uses the appropriate parts of this data to test the 
six hypotheses stated in Chapter I. 
Background and Peripheral Data 
Table IV shows what the population lookecl like at the start of the 
first semester. It should be noted at this point that Electronics was 
the largest department and Petroleum was the smallest. The original 
group was fairly well divided between transfer and native students: 
57 percent were native and 43 percent were transfer. The Power and 
Petroleum departments att~acted the largest percentage of transfer stu-
den~s; both were in excess of 60 percent. That is to say that a majority 
of the students in these two departments came in with prior work. 
A further analysis of this data reveals that the average entering 
grade-point of the transfer students was slightly better than a "C"--
2,038. These students entered with an average of 49.87 credit hours, 
which can be translated to mean about three semesters qf college work, 
The lowest initial grade-point average was recorded in the Design. 
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Department, while the Aeronautical Department had the highest initial 
grad•·point average, 
TABLE IV 
BREAKDOWN OF THE TWO ORIGINAL STUDENT GROUPS BY SPECIALTY 
Students 
Transfer Transfer 
Specialty Total Native Transfer Hours GPA 
Aeronautical 26 17 9 57,78 2.431 
Construction 15 5 10 52.50 1.987 
Electronics 63 35 28 49.14 2,015 
Fire Protection 24 16 8 57~63 2,235 
Design 17 9 8 48.75 !,800 
Power 34 13 21 47.10 1.981 
Petroleum 6 2 4 39.00 1.810 
Radiation 26 23 3 40.33 2.052 
Total and 
Averages 211 120 91 49.87 2.038 
One of the first items to be considered when discussing student 
success patterns is how many students started and finished the program. 
Table V presents a very graphic picture of the drop-out rate of the two 
groups. The original group of 211 students decreased to a total of 123 
by the end of the fourth semester. This is a total attrition of 41.7 
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percent. On further analysis of this data, it can be seen that 47.5 
percent of theae dropouts were ~ative students, while only 31. 9 percent 
were transfer students. The largest drop-out rate occu~red between the 
































The total loss of 88 students is a ].ittle misleading, as two of 
these were actually early graduates. One of th~ transfer students com-
~leted the d~gree at the end of the summer session between the second 
and third semesters. One additional transfer student completed his 
degree at the end of the third semester. None of the native students 
completed their degrees prior to the end of the fourth aemester. 
The data presented in Table VI shows how well each of the eight 
specialties were able to retain th~ two types of students. The elec-
tronics curriculum lost the largest number of stude~ts--27--which was 
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42.9 percent of their total. Petroleum had the smallest loss-.-one stu-
dent, or 16.6 percent. 
The Aeronautical specialty was able to retain the transfe.r students 
in the program better than any of the other seven specialties. The 
Design Department had the greatest loss of transfer students. The 
greatest loss of native students was recorded in the Power Department, 
while the Petroleum Department recorded the lowest loss of native stu-
dents. 
Based on past experience with this particular school, the graduation 
rates of both types of students were much lower than originally antici-
pated. Data presented in Tables V, VI, and VII indicate that 42 stu-
dents received the Associate Degree by the end of the fourth semester. 
This is only 19.9 percent of the original population and only 34.2 
percent of those students who completed the fourth semester. Using the 
students who completed the fourth semester as a base, Radiation had the 
highest percent;age of graduates, 83,4 percent, while Design had the 
lowest, zero percent. It is worth noting that the Aeronautical Depart-
ment, which had a very good retention rate, graduated only two students, 
or 10 percent. 
The data presented in Table VII demonstrates how the graduation 
rate was different for those students who came from the various colleges. 
The transfer graduation group was composed of all nine groups except 
those who came from a junior college. Only one out of the 14 students 
who completed the fourth semester from the more than one institution 
group graduated. Students who transferred from other Oklahoma senior 
colleges did not have a very high graduation rate either--only 14.3 
percent of those who completed the fourth semester were granted the 
degree. 
TABLE VI 
STUDENT ENROLLMENT PER SEMESTER COMPLETED BY SPECIALTY 
Initial First Second Third Fourth Graduated 
Specialty Nat. Trs. Nat. Trs. Nat. Trs. Nat. Trs. Nat. Trs. Nat. Trs. 
Aeronautical 17 9 16 9 12 9 11 9 11 9 0 2 
Construction 5 10 5 10 4 7 2 6 2 6 0 1 
Electronics 35 28 33 27 24 23 17 19 17 19 8 8 
Fire Protection 16 8 16 8 14 8 11 5* 9 4 0 2 
Design 9 8 8 8 5 6 3 2 2 2 0 0 
Fower 13 21 11 20 9 19 4 16 4 15. 1 4 
Petroleum 2 4 2 4 2 3 2 3 2 3 0 1 
Radiation 23 3 23 3 19 3 16 3 16 2** 12 3 
Total 120 91 114 89 89 78 66 63 63 60 21 21 
*One Fire Protection student graduated between the second and third semesters. 




TRANSFER STUDENT ENROLLMENT PER SEMESTER BY ORIGIN 
Origin Initial First Second Third Fourth Graduated 
OSU Agriculture 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OSU ~rts & Sciences 4 4 4 4 3w 2 
OSU Businees 2 2 2 l* l l 
OSU Education 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OSU Engineering 29 28 25 24 24 11 
OSU Home Economics 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Okla, Jr, College, 
Tech, 2 2 2 1 l 0 
Okla. Jr. College, 
Non-Tech. 6 6 6 2 1 0 
Okla. Senior College 13 12 10 9 7 1 
Out-of-State 9 9 9 8 7 4 
Foreign 2 2 2 2 2 1 
Attended More l'han 
One Institution 24 24 18 14 14 1 
*One student graduated from this group prior to the end of the fourth 
semester. 
The data presented in Table VII demonstrates the drop-out rate of 
the transfer students by place of origin. The original proposal had 
anticipated transfer students from all sj.x colleges on the OSU campus; 
however, when the original sample was analyzed, it was observed that 
there were no transfer students from the OSU Colleges of Agriculture, 
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Education, or Home Economics, 
On~ can see that the transfer students from the CSU College of Arts 
and Sciences and the College of Engineering had the greatest persistency 
of all the transfers, The junior college transfer students had one of 
the highest attrition rates in the sample, The small group classified 
as "out-of-state students" had a very good rate of pers:lstency, 
The data presented in Tables VIII and IX was collected so that a 
measure of the cognitive ability of the two groups would be available, 
It can be seen from Table VIII that the composite ACT score of the two 
groups is very similar. The standard deviation was also very close for 
the native and ~ransfer students. 
TABLE VIII 
MEAN COMPOSITE ACT SCORES BY SEMESTER 
Initial First Second Third Fourt;h 
Status ACT S.D.* ACT S.D. ACT S.D. ACT S.D. ACT S.D. 
Native 21.25 3.969 21.28 4.010 21.49 3.949 21,91 3.866 22,02 3.916 
Transfer 21.57 4,212 21.53 4.256 21.51 3.948 21.66 4.014 21.56 4,032 
*S,D, Standard Deviation. 
The data presented i.n Table IX is a further breakdown of the data 
shown in Table VIII, It can be seen that the Radiation Program 
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attracted both native and transfer students with the highest ACT scores. 
The pative students with the lowest ACT scores chose to major in 
Cqnstruction, while Fire Protection and Petroleum programs attracted the 
transfer students with the lowest ACT scores, The last items in this 
tab1e de100nstrate that both the native and transfer students had similar 
maximum and minimum ACT scores. 
TABLE IX 
BEGINNING AND ENDING COMPOSITE ACT SCORES BY SPECIALTY 
Initial Final 
Specialty Native Transfer Native Transfer 
Aeronautical 20.29 22.40 21,36 22,40 
Construction 17 .00 20.56 19.00 20.67 
Electronics 20.89 21.79 22.82 21.85 
Fire Protection 20.13 20.00 19.11 20.00 
Design 20.00 21.00 18.50 21.00 
Ppwer 21.62 21.40 23.00 21.40 
Petroleum 21.00 20.00 21.00 20,00 
Radiation 23.61 23.33 23.94 22.50 
Total Mean 21.25 21,57 22.02 21.56 
N 120 91 63 60 
Miqimum 10.00 11.00 12.00 13.00 
Maximum 30.00 29,00 30.00 29.00 
Standard Deviation 3.969 4.212 3,916 4.032 
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As this data is e2ramined on a continuing basis, it can be seen that 
both the native and transfer student groups were losing students with 
both high ~nd low ACT scores. The ACT scores and standard deviations 
are essentially the same at the end of each semester as they were at the 
beginning of the program. Radiation started with the highest ACT score 
in both groups and ended with the highest scores. 
The data presented in Table X illustrates the fact that both groups 
of students tended to make the same grades on.a semester-by-semester 
basis in all courses taken. The semester averages are not cumulative, 
but are the averages for that particular semester. The four-semester 
cumulative is, of course, the average of those students who persisted 
for the full length of the study. The second semester was evidently the 
most difficult for both groups, as the natives fell .065 of a grade-
point while the transfers just maintained their first semester average 
of 2.510. The final cumulative average for both groups was very close: 





GRADE-POINT AVERAGES IN ALL COURSES 
Second Third Fourth 
2.254 2.706 2. 877 






The data presented in Table XI was computed the same way as that of 
Table X except that just the grades made in technology courses were 
used. One can again see a very similar pattern between the two groups. 
Again, the second-semester change was the least for both groups. In 
comparing the data of Tables X and xr, it will be observed that both 
groups made higher grades in just technology courses than in all courses. 
It is worth noting that the transfer student's average actually went 






GRADE-POINT AVERAGES IN TECHNOLOGY COURSES 
First Second Third Fourth 
2.533 2.619 3.056 3,058 





Data was collected to see how the transfer students in the eight 
spec:i,alties compared in terms of grades received in all courses. Data 
was collected for each semester and then a four-semester cumulative 
averag,e was computed. This data is presented in Table XII, 
TABLE XII 
TRANSFER STUDENT GRADE-POINT AVER.AGE BY 




Specialty Initial First Second Third Fourth Cumulative 
Aeronautical 2.431 2.654 2.859 2,615 2.660 2,738 
Construction 1.987 2.112 2,229 2.668 2.628 2.822 
Electronics 2,015 2.684 2.955 3,181 3,287 3,114 
Fire Protection 2.235 2.502 2.512 2.070 2,540 2, 768 
Design 1.800 2.;1.11 1.352 2.560 2. 750 2.460 
Power 1.981 2.676 2.237 2.629 2.764 2. 772 
Petroleum 1.810 2.137 2,340 3.167 3,200 2.767 
Radiation 2,052 2.300 2.!HO 3.190 2.600 2,757 
Group Mean 2.038 2.510 2,510 2.805 2.901 2.865 
One point that needs to be considered in analyzing the data in 
Tables X through XIII is the new OSU course withdrawal policy that went 
into effect during the third semester of this study. This new policy 
permits a student to withdraw from a course by his own choice up through 
the eighth week and with the instructor's permission through the fif-
teenth week. No record of this course will appear on a student's 
transcript. This essentially eliminated the "D" and "F" grade from the 
students' records in this particular study. A dramatic reduction in the 
number of hours completed per smester, particularly in the case of the 
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native student, was observed after this pol,icy was ~nstigat;ed, One can 
also see in Tables XII and XIII a rather sharp jump in the grade-point 
average of the whole group of native and transfer students between the 
second and third semesters. 
In Table XII one can see that the transfer students in the 
Aeronautical specialty started with the highest average in their 
previous work, while the Design transfer students started the program 
with the lowest initial average. The group as a whole continued to 
improve their grade,.,.point average through the total four semester!:!, The 
Petroleum students demonstrated one of the more dramatic changes from 
their initial average of 1. 810 to a final cumulative of 2, 767, The 
cumulative high grade-point average was recorded by the Electronics 
students, and the lowest cumulative average was recorded by the Design 
students. 
The data presented in Table XIII was collected in the same manner 
as that of Table XII, except this data is for native students, In com-
paring these two sets of data, one can see a very similar pattern for 
the two groups of students in each of the specialties. The native 
Electronics students also had the highest cumulative average, but the 
lowest native cumulative average was recorded by the Petroleum students. 
The native Design students, however, had one of the lowest cumulative 
averages. 
Data was collected on transfer students in such a manner that the 
effect of their origin could be compared on their grades made in the 
School of Technology courses, The data presented in Table XIV demon-
strates the initial grade-point average and then the semester grades, 
ending in a four-semester cumulative average. One can see that, with 
TABLE XIII 
NATIVE STUDENT GRADE~POINT AVERAGE BY 
SPECIALTY IN ALL COURSES 
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Four-Semester 
Specialty First Second Third Fourth Cumulative 
Aeronautical 2.177 2.453 2.054 2.522 2.454 
Construction 2.316 1.837 2 .055 2.235 2.265 
Electronics 2,412 2,599 3.256 3.306 3,216 
Fire Protection 2.339 1.940 2.526 2.486 2.361 
Design 1.832 2.226 2.053 2.530 2.365 
Power 2.508 1.313 2.732 3,148 2.962 
Petroleum 2.215 2.075 2,310 2,090 2.195 
Radiation 2.358 2.481 2,939 3.041 2.837 
Group Mean 2.319 2.254 2.706 2.877 2.759 
the exception of the junior college transfer students, every group did 
better in their technology courses than in their previous work. The 
Engineering transfer students made the most dramatic improvement in 
their grades. They had in excess of a full letter grade improvement 
over their entering average every semester. The Business transfer 
students group is a little unique in that only two students were 
:l..nvolved, and one of them had a B.S. degree in Business when he entered 
the Fire Protection program. He graduated after two semesters; so the 
last two semesters of this group is represented by only one student. 
In the main, all of these transfer students did better in technology 
TABLE XIV 
TRANSFER STUDENTS' GRADE-POINT AVERAGE BY ORIGIN IN TECHNOLOGY COURSES 
Origin Initial First Second Third Fourth 
OSU Arts & Sciences 2.281 2.667 2.938 3.052 2.493 
OSU Business . 2.550 3.270 2.875 2.390 2.730 
OSU Engineering 1.863 3.065 3.127 3.252 3.272 
Okla. Jr. Colleges, 
Technical 2.600 1.610 0.820 2.000 1.810 
Okla. Jr. Colleges, 
Non-Technical 2.333 1.960 1.682 1.250 2.460 
Okla. Senior Colleges 1. 790 2.596 2.239 3.053 3.530 
Out-of-State 2. 396 2.986 2.737 2.920 3.130 
Foreign 2.188 3.000 3.150 3.625 3.870 
More Than One Institution 2.034 2. 719 2.844 2.828 2.897 
















Gourses than in the academic $µbjects they hac;l, °Qeen studying ptrior to 
entering the School of Technology. This data does counter somewhat the 
contention that students come tnto technology programs only after they 
have flunked out of other programs, 
Testing of the Hypotheses 
The hypotheses tested were stated in the null form and listed in 
Chapter I. The 0,05 level of probability was used in testing these 
hypotheses. Each of the six hypotheses are repeated and the data from 
the appropriate statistical test are then presented. 
Hypothesis number one was concerned with native and transfer stu-
dents' ~umulative grade-points recorded in techµology courses after 
enrolling in the School of Technology. It was tested U$:i,ng the _!-test. 
The hypothesis from Chapter I is repeated here: 
1. There will be no significant difference in the cumula-
tive first four semesters' grade-point averages between 
native and transfer students in technology coµrses com--
pleted after entering the School of Technology. 
The results of this test are shown in Table XV. 
TABLE XV 
NATIVE AND TRANSFER STUDENTS' TECHNOLOGY GRADE-POINT MEANS 
Mean Deg1,"ees 
Technology Standard of 
Students Number Grade-Points Deviation Freedom t 
Native 63 2.96983 0.564352 123 0.85542* 
Transfer 62 3,05386 0.533205 
*Not significant at the 0,05 level of probability. 
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The difference in the four-semester cumulative technology grade-
point average between native and transfer students was o~ly 0.08403. 
This was not significant at the 0.05 level; therefore, hypothesis num~er 
one must be accepted. 
Hypothesis number two was very similar to number one except it was 
concerned with the grade-point average in all courses. It was tested 
using the _!-test. The hypothesis from Chapter I is repeated here: 
2. There will be no significant difference in the cumulative 
first four semesters' grade-point average between native 
and transfer students in all courses completed after 
entering the School of Technology. 
The results of this test are shown in Table XVI. 
Students 
TABLE ·XVI 
NATIVE AND TRANSFER STUDENTS' GRADE-POINT 
MEANS IN ALL COURSES 
Degrees 
Mean Standard of 
Number Grade-Point Deviation Freedom t 
Native 63 2.75888 0,595525 123 0. 98719* 
Transfer 62 2.86532 0.609867 
*Not significant at the 0.05 level of probability. 
The difference in the mean grade-points in all courses between .the 
two groups was only 0.10644. This was not significant at the 0.05 
level; therefore, hypothesis number two must be accepted. 
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Hypothesis number three was concerned with the change in the trans~ 
fer students' entering grade ... point averages and their cumulative grade-
point averages in the four semesters after entering the School of 
Technology. It was also tested with the t-test. The hypothesis from 
Chapter I is repeated here: 
3. There will be no significant difference between the trans-
fer students' entering grade-point average and their final 
cumulative grade-point average in all courses completed 
after four semesters in the School of Technology. 
The results of this test are shown in Table XVII. 
TABLE XVII 
TRANSFER STUDENTS' ENTERING AND FOUR-SEMESTER CUMULATIVE 
GRADE-POIN'l' AVERAGES IN ALL COURSES 
Degrees 
Mean Standard of 
Semester Number GPA Deviation Freedom t 
Initial 62 2.12736 Q.586725 61 7.60749* 
Four-Semester 
Cumulative 62 2,86532 Q.609867 
*Significant at the 0.05 level of probability. 
The difference in the initial and final grade-point averages was 
0.73796. This was significant at the 0.05 level; therefore, hypothesis 
number three must be rejected. 
Hypothesis number four was concerned with the transfer students' 
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grade-point averages in all courses when compared by major, It was 
tested with the analysis of variance. The hypothesis trom Chapter I is 
repeated here: 
4, There will be no significant difference among the trans-
fer students' cumulative four-semester grade-point average 
in all courses completed after entering the School of · 
Technology when compared by major. 




ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF TRANSFER STUDENTS' GR.ADE-
POINT AVERAGE IN ALL COURSES BY MAJOR 
Degrees Sum 
of of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square Ratio 
Between Groups 7 1.9060 0.2723 0.7074* 
Within Groups 54 20.7841 0.3849 
Total 61 22.6901 
*Not significant at the 0,05 level of probabil,ity. 
The means for each of the eight specialties are shown in Table XII, 
An F value greater than 2.11 had to be obtained in order to reject the 
hypothesis; therefore, hypothesis number four must be accepted. 
Hypothesis number five was concerned with the transfer students' 
grade-point averages in technolbgy courses when compared by college 
transferred from. It was also tested with the analysis of varianGe. 
rhe hypothesis from Chapter I is repeated here: 
5. There will be no significant difference among the trans-
fer students' cumulative four-semester grade-point 
averages in technology courses completed after entering 
the School of Technology when compared by college trans-
ferred from. 




ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF TRANSFER STUDENTS' GRA.DE-
POINT AVERAGES IN TECHNOLOGY COURSES BY ORIGIN 
Degrees 
of Sum of Mean 
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F 
Vari,ation Freedom Squares Square Ratio 
Between Groups 8 4.3062 0.5383 2.1882* 
Within Groups 53 13.0378 0.2460 
Total 61 17.3440 
*Significant at the O. 05 level of probability. 
The mean grade-point ~verage for these groups is shc;:,wn in Table XIV. 
The F value of 2.1882 was greater than the value of 2.11 required to 
reject this hypothesis; therefore, hypothesis number five must be 
rejected. 
The last hypothesis, number six, was concerned with how many stu-
dents graduated from each group. It was tested with the chi square 
technique. The hypothesis from Chapter I is repeated here: 
6. l'here will be no significant diffetenqe between th~ num-
ber of native and transfer stuclents wl\o stert the program 
and those who graduate in four semesters. 
The results of this test are shown in Table XX. 
TABLE XX 
CHI SQUARE ANALYSIS OF NATIVE AND TEANSFER 
~TUDENTS' PERSIST:ENCY ro GRADUATE 
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Class;i..fication Native Transfer Total Chi Square 
Graduated 21 21 42 
Not Graduated 99 70 169 0.451763 
Total 120 91 211 
~Not significan~ at the 0.05 level of probability. Yates correction was 
used in calculating this value, 
The raw data for this analysis is presented in Table V. The cal-
culated chi square value of 0,451763 was not greater than the table 
value of 3.841; therefore, hypothesis number six was accepted at the 
0.05 level. 
CH.APTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
~he purpose of this study was to analyze the academic success 
patterns of native and transfer students in the Oklahoma State 
University School of 'l'echno;Logy in regard to the Assoc:l,ate Degree. 
The objective of the study was to determine if the students who 
transfer into these technology programs from many different colleges on 
and off the O~lahoma State University campus perform as well scholasti-
cally as native students and whether their persistency to giaduate is 
equal to that of the natives. 
The original group consisted of 211 students who were first-time 
enrollees in the Oklahoma State University School of Technology for the 
fall 1971 semester. These students were then classified as either 
native or t~ansfer students on the basis of prior college work. Those 
wi t;h previous hours were. classified as transfer student$, and thoi;re 
without hours were classified as native students. Using this determina-
tion, 120 of them were classified as native students and 91 as transfer 
students. Six hypotheses were fo1;1D.ulated and tested that concerned the 
st;udents' academic achievements and ability to graduate in four semes-
ters. These hypotheses are listed in Chapter I, pages 4 and 5. 
The data collected revealed that of the native and transfer stu-
dents who persisted for the total four semesters neither group achieved 
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a grade-point average in either tech~ology or all courses significantly 
c;l;Lfferent from the other group. The transfer students a.ehieved the 
high~st cumulative ;four ... semester grade-point average :l.n all courses and, 
in technology courses alone. 
The transfer students did significantly better academically in the 
School of 'fechnology than they had been doing in their previous college 
work. As a group, their four-semester cumulative average was almost a 
full letter 8rade higher than their entering grade-point average. 
Ther~ was a significant difference in the cumulative grade-point 
average in technology courses of the transfer students when compared to 
their place of origin; e.g., the transfer students from the four-year 
colleges did better than those from two-year colleges. 
'l'here was no significant difference in the transfer students' 
grade~point averages in all courses and their choice of major; e.g., 
transfer students in Elect;on:f.ca performed as well as tranafe; students 
in Mechanical Power. 
There was no significant difference between the number of native 
and transfer students who graduated in four semesters •. The transfer 
groqp had the highest percentage of graduates: 23.1 percent as compared 
to 17.4 p~rcent for the natives, 
Conclusions 
This section is devoted to reporting conclusions that can be made 
on the basis of the data collected in this study. ~hese conclusions are 
primarily centered around the six hypotheses stated in Chapter I. 
1. The fact that native and transfer students do equally well in 
technology courses would seem to lead to the coµclusion that 
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these courses are flexible enough for different levels of stu-
dent maturity and experience. 
2. The data showing native and transfer students making essen-
tially the same GPA in all courses could lead to the conclusion 
that these curricula can serve both groups of students equally 
well if they persist for four semesters. 
3. The attrition rate was quite hiB;h for these two groups of 
students: 48 percent for the natives and 31 percent for the 
transfers. This would le1:td one to conclude that the transfer 
student is served better by these curricula than are the native 
students. 
4, The fairly large drop in the number of students and the a!:i~;o-
ciated decrease in the GPA during the second semester leads to 
the conclusion that this is the problem semester for these 
students. 
5. The fact that the transfer students entered the various tech-
nology programs with an average GPA of 2,13 must counter the 
often-held conclusion that students transfer into technology 
only after flunking out of other programs. Their significant 
increase to a GPA of 2.87 would further lead to the conclusion 
that these transfer students were majoring in a curriculum in 
which they were interested. 
6. The data showing that tr~nsfer students mcLke essentially the 
same grades in all courses, regardless of their technology 
major, would lead to the conclusion that grading is very c;on-
sistent throughout the School of Technology. 
7, The variance that existed in the cumulative GPA of the transfer 
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students' technology courses leads to th~ conclusion that a 
transfer student's origin will azfect his grades. The greatest 
variance existed between the junior college and the other 
colleges. 
8. It can be concluded on the basis of the graduation rate of the 
native and .transfer students that prior college work will not 
help students cqrnplete an Associate Degree any sooner than stu-
dents who have no prior college experience. 
Implications 
This section is devoted to reporting subjective implications 
related to the information presented in this study. These implications 
are based on the data reported in this study, data reported in related 
studies, and the author's 12 years of experience in the School of 
Technology. As the data was col~ected each semester, some patterns and 
trends seemed to develop that seemed appropriate for this section. 
On the basis of the result of testing hypotheses one and two, it 
could be concluded that the design of the curricula tn the School of 
+echnology will serve either the native or transfer student equally 
well. This, of course, is documented for only those students who 
lasted the full four semesters, This conclusion ignores approximately 
48 percent of the native and 31 percent of the transfer students who 
dropped out, withdrew, or transferred before the end of the study. 
There may be many reasons for this attrition; however, Miller (14) found 
that technology students showed a great need for nuture and social 
assistance. It may be that these dropouts just needed more assistance 
than they were receiving. 
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The large drop in student numbers during the second semester and 
the decrease in the grade-point average,. during the ea.me semester would 
seem tq indicate that the problem occurred during this period. The 
percentage drop in the number of native students was almost twice tha.t 
of the transfers during the second semester. If one examines the 
various curricula, it can be seen that this is the semester when most 
students take their trigonometry and first physics course. These two 
courses constitute approximately 50 percent of the credit-hour load in 
this semester, One could conclude that the natives had a higher drop-
out rate than the transfer students because the transfer students had 
already completed their mathematics and science courses prior to trans-
terring into the Technology program. Since about 1970, the School of 
Technology has not taught its own physics and mathematics courses. It 
ie the conclusion of the author that this is one of .the co.ntributing 
factors to the large dropout rate. The kind of student who chooses to 
major in technology does not relate well to the traditional abstract 
mathematics and science courses. One wonders if the mathematics and 
science departments should be determining which students will become 
technicians. 
The change in the grade-point averages of the transfer students 
from thei1; initial 2.127 to a final four-semester cumulative of 2.865 
speaks well for the School of Technology, One can conclude that the 
faculty and staff were able to motivate these students to do better 
work. This change was especially apparent in the case of students who 
transferred from Engineering with a 1. 863 and then achieved a four-
semester cumulative of 3.210. One might say that those students had 
been counseled into engineering when what they really desired was 
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technology, Many students have a misconception about engineering, What 
they visualize as engineering is really technology, 
The conclusions to be drawn from the testing of the effec;:t of the 
origin and major on transfer students' grade-point averages are many, 
One of the items that is somewhat disturbing is the large percentage 
loss of junior college transfer students. The original number of eight 
junior college transfer students dropped to only two in the final 
semester. While these are admittedly small numbers, the percentage of 
loss is too great to be ignored, 
One could conclude that the pre-engineering program at Oklahoma 
State University is a very good preparatory program for a student 
desiiring to major in technology, This may be true~ but it is such a 
waste of time and resources. A student should not have to spend three 
semesters getting ready for a four~semester Associate Degree program. 
One of the specialty areas that caused concern was the Mechanical 
Design curriculum. Their student loss from an original enroll~ent of 
17 to a final of 4 students is quite high. It may be that students are 
enrolling in this area thinking it is a drafting program and then 
becoming frustrated when they encounter a lot of design work. 
Electronics also had a very high student loss that needs to be 
investigated. An approximate 50 percent loss should be cause for con-
cern in a four-semester program. Since this program depends. so heavily 
on mathematics, it may be that this is where students are lost. 
In terms of the type of student who left the technology programs, 
some insight can be gained by looking at 'the ACT score depicted in 
Tables VIII and IX. It can pe seen that the range and mean of both 
groups continued to change in the same direction. This would imply that 
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t:he same type of student was leaving both groups, Phi~lips (15) 
reported that the composite ACT scQre of entering students in these same 
programs was 18.6 in 1967, Compared to the average reported for this 
group (21,4), the institution has seen an increase of 2,8 points in a 
fo.ur-year period, Phillips predicted after his study that the increase 
in ACT scores would occur when the School of Technology went to a four-
year B.S. program. A school tends to attract a different type of stu-
dent when it moves from a two-year to a four-year program. One wonders 
where the students with the lower ACT scores are now going to school. 
Hopefully the junior college programs that have come into existence 
recently are now attracting these students. 
One grade-point average pattern observed that was signif::l.cantly 
different from the others was in the Fire Protection Department, The 
students had about a 2.4 average in all their courses but a 3.1 average 
in their technology courses during the first semester. It appears that 
they are more highly motivated in their technology courses. One contri-
buting factor to this is the extremely high morale these students have. 
One can almost say they literally live, breathe, and eat.fire protection. 
~ny of them actually sleep, study, and eat as a group at the campus 
fire station. This esprit de corps is a very important factor in the 
succ~ss of these students. They mutally support one another through the 
problems and .difficulties of the program, fire protection coµrses being 
ones on which they can all work together. 
One may wonder why the ACT scores of the radiation and nuclear 
technology students are so much higher than those of the rest of the 
school. Their average was six points higher than the lowest and two 
points above the mean. This may be the reflection of an intellectual 
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mystic syndrome, The idea exists in the minds of potential students 
that only the very intelligen~ can succeed in the nuclear field; so only 
those types actually enroll. That may not necessarily be the case, as 
it appears that students with lower ACT scores could succeed as techni-
cians in this field, 
A trend which has greater significance than the figures would 
indicate is the evident decrease of interest in the Associate Degree. 
Some departments graduated less than 15 percent of the students who com-
pleted the fourth semester. Anderson (1) found that this particular 
school (in 1969) graduated 62.6 percent of those students who lasted at 
least four semesters, That is considerably greater than the 33,6 per-
cent that was recorded in this study. Anderson's study was, of course, 
conducted prior to the time that the school offered the B.S. in tech-
nology. Coupled with this may be a student attitude that they are going 
for the B.S. degree anyway; so why bother with the Associate Degree. 
Very likely, the new "W" policy is also having some effect on the number 
of students who complete all of the requirements in four semesters. 
One can only wonder why the Department of Radiation had a gradu-
ation rate of 79 percent and most others were less than 20 percent. It 
could be that that particular department is still stressing the value of 
the Associate Degree more heavily than the others. One faculty member 
in the Radiation Department informed this author that he still stresses 
the importance of this degree to the students in a very positive way. 
The complete lack of graduates in the Design Department is very 
unusual. Again, though, they may be going for the B . S. degree. 
Hoemann (8) found that native and transfer students both graduate 
with equal ease. This study also found the same thing to be true. It 
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mu~t be pointed out that the Radiation Department, which was composed 
almost wholly of native students, b what caused this to hold true. 
Twelve of the 21 native graduates were Radiation students. Medsker (12), 
on the other hand, found transfer students were slower to graduate than 
the native students. Both of these studies were dealing with bacca-
laureate degrees and not associate degrees. 
The transfer students with the lowest rate of graduation (those who 
had attended more than one institution) were probably attracted to the 
tec~nology program because it now offers the B.S. degree. If this 
degree were not available, they might never have enrolled in Oklahoma 
State University. 
Recommendations 
After concluding this study, the author felt that certain addi-
tional questions about these typl:?s of students need to be studied. 
rhese recommendations are based on the findi~gs of this study and on the 
author's experience in the School of Technology: 
1. The students from this study who actually enroll in the fifth 
semester of the technology programs should be studied, and the 
same six original hypotheses then tested on the junior and 
senior years with respect to the B.S. in Technology degree. 
The question to be answered here ist "If they are not getting 
the Associate Degree, are they getting the B.S. degree?" 
2. One of the unanswered questions uncovered in this study con-
cerns the 86 students who did not complete the program. A 
study should be conducted to ascertain why they dropped out. 
If they transferred to another program, their success in those 
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programs should be studied. In short, the pattern of the non-
successful students should be investigated to determine whether 
their technology experience had any salvageable value, 
3, It is further recormnended that an investigation be conducted 
into the counseling practic.es used with entering OSU freshmen, 
It seems that many students are entering other programs when 
what they really desire is a Technology degree. The entire 
orientation and career guidance system at OSU should be examined 
to ascertain whether new students, native and transfer, are 
being fully informed of all the various degree programs avail-
able on the Stillwater campus. 
4, It is recommended that during .the extremely crucial first and 
second semesters the technology students' advisors and pro-
fessors make every effort to be available for assistance and 
counseling of first-year students who may be potential dropouts. 
Each department should build as close a student-faculty rela-
tionship during this first year as faculty time and institu-
tional finances will permit. 
5. Based on the data collected on graduation rates, it is 
recommended that the School of Technology re-examine the two-
plus-two concept to determine whether it is really a viable, 
workable educational concept. 
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20 IN•JN-1 
IT•IT,-1 
C TELLY COMPUTES AVERAGE ACT,ST~NDA~D DEVIAT{ON,MlNlMUM AND MAXIMVM ACT ANQ 
C ER.ROR IF ALL SCURES ARE ZERO, 0• NO ERROR. l• Al,.~ SCORES Zl!ROo 2• ONLY ONE 
C N(lNZERO SCCRE. 
CALL TELLY UN,SN,TOTAN,TENACT,SQN,ACMlNN,ACMA)(N,IN ,NVN,. lERNI 
CALL TELLY fAT,ST,TOTAT,TET~CT,SDT,ACMINT,ACMAXT,lT ,NVT,IE~TI 
C COMPLT.E AVERAGES FOR ENHRE GftQUP, 
AGP lTN=TOGP 1 T /TQ.STUQ 










co ~ 3 l• 1, a 
23 W~ITEl6,l021 1,NRST(ll,NNSCfl,NTSIIl,ACTNlll,~CTTIIl,SfiRll),T~PACl 
11 ,GPl TN( ll ,GPLSNII I ,GPl TTCI I ,GPlST I U 
WRITE (6,1051 lTTNST,JTOSTU,JTTSTU,TfNACT,TETACT,TAVHRT,TAVGPT, 
1•GPlTN,AGPlSN,AGPlTT,AGPlST 
WRJTEC6,1061 
WRITE 16,1071 ACMINN,ACMAXN,SON,IERN 
WRITE I b·, 1-081 AC MINT, ACM AXT ,SOT, I ERT 
WRI TEI 6, 1031 
DO 22 J.si, 12 
I TT S TO=TTSTUO( JI 
IP( TTSTUO(J l .EQ. o. I GO TQ 21 
TAVHRO=TTHRO(JI/TTSTijQ(JI 
TAVGPO=TTGPOI J) /TTSTUO( JI 
TAVGPT=TTGl TO( J 1/HSTUO( JI 
TAVGPS=TTGlSOCJl/TTSTUO(JI 









SUBROUTINE TELL¥ I A. s, TOTAi., AVJ:R,SO ,'iiM IN ,VMAX. r,m, NV. [ERi 
OIMENS JON All I, SC 11, TOTAL( l), AVER( 11, SD! 1), VMIN( 11, VMAX( 1) 
6l 
IER=O 
DO l K=l,NV 
TOTAL! Kl,.O.O 
AV ERIK I= l • 0 E 7 5 




00 7 J=l,NO 
IJ=J-NO 
IF(SIJ)) 2,7,2 
2 SCNT= SCNT+l. 0 
CO 6 I=l, NV 
I J= I J+ NO 
TOTAL ( l l=TOTAL ( l l+AI I JI 
IFIA(JJI-VMIN(lll 3,4,4 
3 VM l N ( I l =A I I JI 
4 IF(A(I.,11-VMAX(III 6,6,5 
5 VMAX(ll9A(IJI . 
6 SLHll=SQ(ll+A(IJl*A(IJI 
7 COIIT INUE 
IF (SCI\TI B,8,9 
a IER .. l . 
GO TO 15 
9 DO 10 l•l,NV 
10 AVER Ii )•TOTAL( 11 ISCNT 
IF (SCNT-1.0) 13,11,13 
11 I ER,.2 
DO. 12 I• 1, NV 
12 S,Dlll•OoO 
GO TC1 15 
13 DO 14 l• 1,NV 





BEG+NNING OF FIRST SEMESTER 
No. of Trans- Nat Na,t Trs Trs 
Specialty Students Native fer Nat Act Trs Act Trs Hrs Tr.s GPA GPA All G:eA Tee GPA All GPA Tee 
1 26 17 9 20.29 22.40 57. 78 2.431 0.000 0.000 -0.000 -0.000 
2 15 .s 10 17.00 20.56 52.50 l.'9-87 0.000 0.000 0.-000 -0.000 
3 63 35 28 20.89 21.. 79 49.14 2.015 -0.000 0.000 0.00-0 0.000 
4 24 16 8 20.13 20.00 51.63 2.235 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 .. 000 
5 17 9 8 20.00 21.00 48.c75 l.8-0U 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.-000 
6 34 13 21 21.62 21-.40 47"010 1.981 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 .. 000 
7 6 2 4 21.00 20.00 39.00 1.81.0 0.-000 0 •. 000 o.oo.o 0 • .000 
8 26 23 3 23.61 23.33 40.33 2.-052 o.oeo 0.000 0 .. 000 0.000 
TOTAL 211 120 91 21.25 21.57 49.87 2 .. 0 38 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Minimum Act MaJ4mum Act Standard-Deviation Error 
Native 10.00 30.,00 3 .. -969 -0 
Transfer 11.DO 29.00 4.212 0 
Transfer No. of Sem Sem 
Origin -Students -Trs GPA Tr.s Hrs GPA All GPA Tee 
1 -0 o_.ooo -o.o _0.-000 0.000 
2 4 2.281 ~7.0 -0.000 0.000 
3 2 2 .. 550 78.,0 -0.000 0.000 
4 0 0.000 o.o 0.000 0.000 
5 29 L.863 46 .. 4 0.000 0.000 
6 0 0.000 -Oc.O 0.000 0.000 
7 2 2.600 49.-0 0.-000 0.000 
8 6 2.333 31.3 0.000 0.000 
9 13 l. 7-9-0 36.-9 -o.~ooo 0.000 
10 9 2.3:96 41-.:0 0.1')00 -0.000 
11 2 2.188 -26 .. S 0~-000 0.00-0 





END OF FIRST SEMESTER 
No. of Trans- Nat Nat. Trs Trs 
Specialty Studen-Q; Nat,ive fer - N·at Act Trs Act Trs Hrs Trs GPA GPA All GPA Tee GPA All -GPA Tee 
1 25 16 9 20.56 22.40 57.78 2.431 2.177 2.112 - 2.654 2.821 
2 15 5 10 17.00 20.56 52.-50 1.987 -2.316 2~514 2.112 2.280 
3 -6-0 33 27 20.94 21. 72 49.37 2.-04·0 2.412 2 .. 495 2.684 3.058 
4 24 16 8 20.13 - 20.00 57.63 2.235· 2. 339 3.141. 2.5-02 2.885 
5 16 8 8 19.63 21.0:0 48.15 1.800 1.832 2.312 - 2.117 2.440 
6 31 11 20 21.45 21.40 48.45 2.010 - 2.508 2.531 2.676 2.'8% 
7 6 2 4 21.00 20.-00 39.QO 1.81:0 2.215 2.665 2.137 2.255 
8 26 23 3 23.61 23.33 40.33 2.052 2.358 2. 4-S6 2.300 2 .• 333 
TOTAL 203 114 89 21.28 21.53 50.28 2.053 2.319 2.533 2.510 "L779 
--
Minimum Aet Maximum Act Standard Deviation !!:!or 
Native 10.00 . 3:0.-00 4.-01{} 0 
Transfer 11.oe 29.00 4.256 - -0 
--
Transfer No. of Sem Sem 
Origin Students Trs GPA Trs -Hrs -GPA All -GPA Tee 
l 0 0.000 .0. i} 0.000 ·o.ooo 
2 4 2.2-81 47.0 .2.517 2.667 
3 2 2.550 78 ... -0 2.-650 3. 27-0 
4 0 -0.-000 o.o 0.-000 0.000 
5 28 1..881 46.5 !.817 J.065 
6 0 0.-000 :() • ,0 .o.ooo 0.000 
7 2 2.-600 49.t> 1.440 l.!610 
8 6 2~333 l.7 ... :3 Lo:53 1.9,6-0 
9 12 L".822 38 .. "J 2. "2"81. ~.5.9-6 
10 9 .2.J.90 41 .. 0 z~,eoo 2..-986 
11 2 2.188 -2'6.-S 2.475 3.-00-0 




COMPUTER OUTPUT , 
~ND OF SECOND SEMESTER 
f.7 
No. of Trans- Nat Nat Trs Trs 
Specialty Students Native fer Nat Act Trs Act Trs Hrs Trs GPA GPA All GPA Tee GPA All GPA Tee 
1 21 12 9 20.42 22.40 57.78 2.431 2.453 2.480 2.859 2. 897 
2 11 4 7 17.75 20.67 42.57 1.917 1.837 2.642 2.229 2.683 
3 47 24 23 22.00 21.47 49.17 2.067 2.599 2.977 2.955 3.179 
4 22 14 8 19.86 20.00 57.63 2.235 1.940 2.674 2.512 2.961 
5 11 5 6 20.80 21.00 42.33 1. 742 2.226 2.784 1.352 1.654 
6 28 9 19 21.44 21.40 49 .oo 2.053 1.313 1.483 2.237 2.321 
7 5 2 3 21.00 20.00 41.67 1..880 2.075 2.500 2.340 2.347 
8 22 19 3 23.79 23.33 40,33 2.052 2.481 2. 718 2.910 3.063 
TOTAL 167 89 78 21.49 21.51 49.24 2.076 2.254 2.619 2,510 2. 717 
Minimum Act Maximum Act Standard Deviation Error 
Native 10.00 30.00 3.949 0 
Transfer 13,00 29.00 3.948 0 
Transfer No. of Sem Sem 
Origin Students Trs GPA Trs Hrs GPA All GPA Tee 
1 0 0.000 o.o 0.000 0.000 
2 4 2.281 47 .o 2. 947 2.938 
3 2 2.550 78.0 2.660 2.?75 
4 0 0.000 o.o 0.000 0.000 
5 25 1.909 47.1 2.821 3.127 
6 0 0.000 o.o 0.000 0.000 
7 2 2.600 49.0 0,820 0.820 
8 6 2.333 37,3 1.525 1.682 
9 10 1.906 39.1 2.100 2.239 
10 9 2.396 41.0 2.543 • 2. 737 
11 2 2.188 26.5 2.970 3.150 





END OF THIRD SEMESTER 
No. of Trans- Nat Nat Trs Trs 
Specialty Students Native fer Nat Act Trs Act Trs Hrs Trs GPA GPA All GPA Tee GPA All GPA Tee 
1 20 11 9 21.36 22.40 57.78 2.431 2.054 2.284 2.615 2.788 
2 8 2 6 19.00 20.67 39 .83 1.970 2.055 3.285 2.688 3.318 
3 36 17 19 22.82 21.85 46.53 2.142 3.256 3.559 3.181 3.311 
4 16 11 5 19.36 20.00 45.40 1.960 2.526 3.409 2.070 2.746 
5 5 3 2 18.33 21.00 60.00 2.175 2.053 2.333 2.560 2.955 
6 20 4 16 23.00 21.40 50.25 2.067 2.732 3.108 2.629 2.684 
7 5 2 3 21.00 20.00 41.67 1.880 2.310 2.585 3.167 2.940 
8 19 16 3 23.94 23.33 40,33 2.052 2.939 2.962 3.190 3.130 
TOTAL 129 66 63 21.91 21.66 48.25 2.118 2.706 3.056 2.805 2.995 
Minimum Act Maximum Act Standard Deviation Error 
Native 12.00 30.00 3.866 0 
Transfer 13,00 29 .oo 4.014 0 
Transfer No. of Sem Sem 
Origin Students Trs GPA Trs Hrs GPA All GPA Tee 
1 0 0.000 o.o 0.000 0.000 
2 4 2.281 47.0 3.055 3,052 
3 1 2.320 28.0 2.150 2,390 
4 0 0.000 o.o 0.000 0.000 
5 24 1.933 · 46. 2 2.969 3.252 
6 0 0,000 o.o 0,000 0.000 
7 1 2.700 32.0 2.000 2.000 
8 2 2.950 36.5 1.250 1.250 
9 7 2. 294 48.1 2.829 3.053 
10 8 2.321 42,9 2,742 2.920 
11 2 2.188 26.5 3.420 3.625 




COMPUTER OUTPUT , 
END OF FOURTH SEMESTER 
., , 
No. of Trans- Nat Nat Trs Trs 
Specialty Students Native fer Nat Act Trs Act Trs Hrs Trs GPA GPA All GPA Tee GPA All GPA Tee 
1 20 11 9 21.36 22.40 57.78 2.431 2.522 2.473 2.660 2.953 
2 8 2 6 19,00 20.67 39.83 1.970 2.235 2.360 2.628 2.988 
3 36 17 19 22.82 21.85 46.53 2.142 3.306 3.506 3.287 3,418 
4 13 9 4 19.11 20.00 50.00 1. 775 2.486 3.134 2.540 3.250 
5 4 2 2 18.50 21.00 60.00 2.175 2.530 2.560 2.750 3,750 
6 19 4 15 23.00 21.40 50.60 2,099 3.148 3,227 2.764 2.820 
7 5 2 3 21.00 20.00 41.67 1.880 2,090 2.500 3.200 3,493 
8 18 16 2 23.94 22.50 44.50 1. 804· 3.041 3.119 2.600 2.595 
TOTAL 123 63 60 22.02 21.56 48.93 2.109 2.877 3,058 2.901 3.132 
Minimum Act Maximum Act Standard Deviation Error --Native 12.00 30,00 3.916 0 
Transfer 13.00 29,00 4.032 0 
Transfer No. of Sem Sem 
Origin Students Trs GPA Trs Hrs GPA All GPA Tee 
1 0 0,000 o.o 0,000 ·o.ooo 
2 3 2.192 52.0 2.460 2.493 
3 1 2.320 28.0 2. 730 2.730 
4 0 0.000 o.o 0.000 0.000 
5 24 1.933 46.2 3.109 3,272 
6 0 0.000 0.0 0.000 0.000 
7 1 2.700 32.0 1.810 1.810 
8 1 3.200 46.0 2.460 2.460 
9 7 2.294 48.1 3.016 3.530 
10 7 2.424 42.6 2. 779 3.130 
11 2 2,188 26,5 3,455 3.870 





QUMUi,AT!V!j: FOUR SEME~~~RS 
No. of Trans- Nat Nat Trs Trs 
Specialty Students Native fer Nat -Act Trs Act Trs Hrs Trs GPA GPA All GPA Tee GPA All GPA Tee 
1 20 11 ·9 21.36 22.40 57. 78 2.431 2.454 2.489 2.738 2.813 
2 8 2 6 19.00 20.67 39.83 1.970 2.265 2.700 2.822 3.087 
3 36 17 19 22.82 21.85 46.53 2.142 3.216 3.384 3.114 3.321 
4 14 9 5 19.11 20.00 65.60 1.976 2.361 3.078 2.768 3.112 
5 4 2 2 18.50 21.00 60.00 2.175 2.365 2.680 2.460 3.070 
6 19 4 15 23.00 21.40 50.60 2 .099 2.962 3.075 2. 772 2. 847 
7 5 2 3 21.00 20.00 41.67 1.880 2.195 2.495 2.767 3.037 
8 19 16 3 23.94 23.33 40.33 2.052 2.837 2.903 2. 757 2.963 
TOTAL 125 63 62 22.02 21.66 49.94 2.127 2.759 2.970 2.865 3.054 
Minimum Act Maximum Act Standard Deviation Error --Native 12.00 30.00 3.916 0 
Transfer 13.00 29.00 4.014 0 
Transfer No. of Sem Sem 
Origin Students Trs GPA Trs Hrs GPA All GPA Tee 
1 0 0.000 0.0 0.000 0.000 
2 4 2.281 47.0 2.767 2.915 
3 2 2.550 78.0 2.640 2.995 
4 0 0.000 o.o 0.000 0.000 
5 24 1.933 46.2 3.027 3.210 
6 0 0.000 0.0 0.000 0.000 
7 1 2.700 32.0 1. 700 1.610 
8 1 3.200 46.0 2.460 2.440 
9 7 2.294 48.1 2.696 3.179 
10 7 2.424 42.6 2.911 3.073 
11 2 2.188 26.5 3.045 3.525 
12 14 1.999 62.6 2.796 2.843 -...J 
.j..'-
APPENDIX H 


























































80/80 LIST PAGE 001 
000000000llllllllll2222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
169213 10 25 2930323034103410241026403760400031202710 
169076 10 17 3120293034003640270030903000240030703230 
169095 : 10 18 2500262032903290182020002530240025302650 
168738' 10 26 3060308036403640347040003710400034403580 
156272 11052202921002840284034103710293034602870317030303300 
1628191 1112 06125002630263020.50187521112 l ll l 940194021202260 
166076 :10 28 2580262020001885305035803350340027102700 
159567' 11022603215162750275032803280305030503300340030803090 
163215 '11092503231003000346037603760270036302710400030603710 
164294 10 19 2310254029402940211021802050200023402440 
169047 .11071903227001430177016401640200020001810181017001610 
16 77 31 110 23 2180218019401940033003301000080014601490 
168024 10 16 2260218023302280200023002540240022602020 
166995 ,1110 01825003310339029303150335034503250400038303460 
168954 11112 12423002310224030503050235021803210340027602690 
163817 10 22 2210223026602650170020002420240022802330 
16358q .1112 12921003000339033303330252025203140314027502790 
151798 11022006330602620292022802280252026901710172023102410 
169386 10 19 2640246026602650100010001000120018902130 
167454 ,10 22 2210221011701430200020002380220018902100 
12 
160558 21052703225901660163030603570385040003620350031303150 








163830 '30 23 32803~0027603000320033002830312030103130 
130113 .31051506218803330350038303830376040003800380036903820 
l 40Al 5 31052207217301920250028002800214022002570300022502500 
163173 .3112 08435503350400037103640400040003560356036503780 
166348 30 16 1760150020002000266030002250225021402180 
1684"3 30 29 3640400040004000383040004000400038604000 
169108 30 25 3000300025003000340036003060344029803190 
lf,81 36 ,30 26 3680400028503600383040003820400035803630 
166550 30 25 3350400032303800261036003330368031003330 
147958 31051806323603580372035003620400040003750375036903230 
1 39960 31051606316002530280016602500258026003070340024902850 
1f.91331 30 12 3500350028303500300033002830283030303150 
16 7852, 30 22 2500250030003000255033003560375029002980 
147991' 31052505924204000400040004000400040003560356038903860 
167898 30 30 4000400037804000400040003800375038803830 
16548 3 30 23 3350400035003800366040003600400035303860 
1593851 31051303023003200350028803150288033003310331030603290 
163A271 30 24 4000400035304000364035003750375036803690 






























































80/80 LIST PAGE 002 
00000000011111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
166703' 131 52506110953530400025303000306036003000300030303120 
167985 '30 23 3350400034304000352040003200375033903420 
165414 130 13 2000200027603000255030002850336025503500 
157958 31052903126402610300026602800262027003250366028003080 
167381 .30 22 3570400034404000338040003600375034903830 
1,;7349 '31052703316903400360032603800337033003330333033503500 
167098 30 25 3000300026902600320033002930342029603020 
167397 30 25 3500350037604000400040004000400038203820 
169819 ,3111 04520002230300033803800364040003410389031303790 
161731 ,3109 05720804000400038303800380040003710363026603760 
166788 3109 03627793200300025502600246018603500400028503090 
157116 31052703120003800400038004000342036004000400036003780 
32 
138833 4103 12827813000325031403200 30903270 
164989 ,4112 06816002400326018603570246037202500300022503340 
167693 '40 22 2260350018402570266034202500300028603030 
169110 140 22 2760325023332290306C37802820400027503250 
168611 40 17 2760325026104000260035002780300027003320 
168620 i40 19 2460350015602720271040002630400023003390 
124488 41122003614002160325020002290315037203250400038203200 
164455 .40 26 2840400022003240250025003000272024702950 
16 7021 40 18 1700300014101715190027101540220014902350 
168852 4110 03220001860225016101715193C30001760300017802400 
168041 ,40 17 2120325019303140310040002280300022503230 
162544 ·40 16 2810350015303290275037202680329022303330 
]66757 14110 06421002920320032604000281032902650300029003350 
168061 .40 15 2200300018103000247040002140300022002850 
42 
166762 5109 06223001780235018403000175022202500350019202660 
141256, 151052105820503130362025202600337036903000400030003480 
167109 150 17 300035002500314030C030003060312027903070 
16776<; c;o 20 2500300013102000216030002000200019402290 
52 
169024 6110 02819002600282024602890275026402880300026802990 
159096 61031902823202300329021802550215023902730273021902720 
167968 60 19 2730322016602220200030002410270022002660 
168868 6109 03024002500266015301500241025603140314023802580 
1262 92 61052308918984000400033333333275030003530353034103450 
l6282Q 6108 04632002530250023502350250025002460246024602440 
163958 6112 05107662580278020002000200020001520168019802080 
158334 '61052703120903180355028203500372036403370333032803500 
169373 60 26 3330322030003450300030003350321031703150 
168269 60 25 3640345032303000373040003830400036903520 
117029 61051804416383140318032803420266030003400340032903250 
166710 6109 06317003060342017501750268031002280264024502630 
154028 6112 06616803260326027603000373037303620362039603430 
150157 61052006123272750372027702740181017302000224023602510 
168857 6110 06623002830283014201420250025001870187021302130 
162372 60 22 3000300029303680220024303000300027902970 
160409 6110 06725003130313033333400325032503330333032703280 
1616831 6112 06425603310336030003000328032802800280031003100 
166699' 6112 02522002840284026662560253024002530253026402620 
62 



























































80 23 2460200033103220294029403050337030402940 
80 27 2860350024102000200020002940313025502580 
;00 24 218030002010215030003000313b31so29502940 
,81022206120002200200025302550318030002370236024402680 
80 25 2280250017302600229023802610236022502360 
80 25 2280300037504000350036203330340033203470 
80 21 3000400015303000223023102310214022002410 
18102250322548250030003700364034703470 32403480 
.80 25 2500300026002400323032303330340029503100 
,80 25 3210300032003600376037603830400035303660 
·00 20 306025002400260030003ooo2510213021502160 
181052302816072200200025003000292029202830283025902730 
180 24 2210200022502000229023901830200021302070 
80 27 3070350029303600400040003680373034503430 
180 24 2530267023503000300030003350354028302970 
~o 24 2010300033103670376037603640400032503630 
~o 24 2000200021302400200020002400240021302140 
RO 24 3780400035804000347036203550334035903670 
































































80/80 LIST PAGI:: 00 l 
00000000011111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
169415 10 26 23102390 
168441, 10 22 11500900 
11>7084 10 18 12101000 
169261 10 16 
166557 .10 18 21502150 
168782 ,10 10 0020003000000000 
168867 ,2108 05916000050100015801580 
159819 211229064253030603060 
169135 '20 14 13501000 
158748 210511032212516302130 
U,9291> ,20 16 2300300020702570 
126350 211221131179600000000 
lcB36? 20 17 2400257014003000 
1483f:l6 ,310519058156008002000 
168702 30 15 27803000242 03000 
169221 30 25 16301500 
168?37 30 18 00260050 
ll:>6454 30 17 0720100003000400 
168754 .30 16 12101000 
140356 3105230431340 
166697 3109 01619001140200000000000 
149749 31051906813502330233016601660 
16 7630 30 20 1710150013502000 
169141 30 19 04200000 
152700 3112 066151524102400 
1b1:m 30 18 
169327 30 14 07801000 
165679 '10 18 1630150002800400 
160070 3112 056258017302550 
157542 310526035125714202000 
169144 30 21 2360250007001200 
16657<J 30 25 07500000 
141475 311224028208017102000 
168399 30 23 08500000 
167892 30 24 2500250013503000 
168292 30 25 2430350031503150 
l 04 710 31121910013903260350028003000 
161648 3112 06322001780200026602620 
168401 30 22 
165498 30 23 26002000 
169786 40 26 2810360033333333 
165718 40 19 18602500 
169224 40 19 0750100000000000 
168444 40 21 226035001750271024104000 
168608 40 20 160024002060171316301870 
166855 410fl 02727002070240027503280COOOOOOO 
168867 4110 02630003070307030603060 
l 69360 40 25 37804000 
159934 4112 08023002540240024202570 
168670 40 20 2460300028003720 
168306 50 24 0400067 
168081 50 23 
167785 50 18 238026002700300010001000 






































































50 2~ 2780375016202000 





50 25 3000378030003780 
5109 01700012000300000000000 
5112 0~2200030003000 
60 25 35003560 
60 25 
60 18 1160128000000000 
60 21 1730222000000000 
6109 038121008601080 
:60 20 
60 16 1640145010001000 
60 24 2130222000000000 
60 18 20002000 







80 25 2000200018101000 
80 27 27102500 
80 23 2710250020002800 
80 22 27102500 
80 23 03700000 
80 19 00000000 
80 21 1780200009101000 
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